Task Guide for Independent Work and Learning Centers

Teacher posts an example or puts example into the Learning Center.

Story Analyzer: Theme

Work it out!
If you have a question: Ask a student.
If you still have a question: Ask another student.

Steps to Success

1. Look at the example.
   It shows what your task will look like when you finish.
   Then take the next steps.

2. Then think about the story we have read.
   Take a sheet of paper.
   Write the title of the story at the top of the page.

3. Write what the theme is.

4. Choose three events that show that is the theme.
   List them.

5. Write a paragraph that tells how the events show that is the theme.

Check your work.

Look at the directions.
Did you take all the steps that the directions require?
Add or change anything that makes your response better.

Finish UP! Pair and Compare to Share What You Learned!